Network survivability quantification
Autonomous Control for a Reliable Internet of Services (ACROSS)

Currently, we are witnessing a paradigm shift from the traditional information-oriented Internet into an Internet of Services (IoS). This transition opens up virtually unbounded possibilities for creating and deploying new services. Eventually, the ICT landscape will migrate into a global system where new services are essentially large-scale service chains, combining and integrating the functionality of (possibly huge) numbers of other services offered by third parties, including cloud services. At the same time, as our modern society is becoming more and more dependent on ICT, these developments raise the need for effective means to ensure quality and reliability of the services running in such a complex environment. Motivated by this, the aim of this Action is to create a European network of experts, from both academia and industry, aiming at the development of autonomous control methods and algorithms for a reliable and quality-aware IoS. Keywords: Service oriented internet, cloud services, autonomous control, reliability, pricing.
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**Dependability** is the trustworthiness of a system such that reliance can justifiably be placed on the service it delivers.

**Resilience** - ability to recover back to normal operation

**Robustness** - ability to tolerate misbehaviour and failures

**Survivability** is the system’s ability to continuously deliver services in compliance with the given requirements in the *presence of failures and other undesired events.*
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Network survivability quantification

The diagram illustrates the quantification of network survivability over time. It shows the service unavailability, maximum metric, and steady state metric after failure. The metric in fault-free operation is also depicted. The diagram includes time (t) and metric (M) axes, with key points marked as failure (t_f), repair (t_r), and t_0. The upper metric acceptance level is indicated as well.
Stages in the recovery process
(detection->localization->isolation->repair/replacement)

Fig. 3: Recovery stages of the phased recovery from a power grid incident (phases are based on ITU-T E.800 (1994) [16]).
II. Network survivability modeling and quantification
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![Graph showing network survivability metrics]

- $m_u$: Service unavailability
- $m_T$: Maximum metric
- $t_d$: Time after failure
- $t_T$: Time to achieve upper metric acceptance level
- $m_r$: Steady state metric after failure
- $t_o$: Metric in fault-free operation
- $t_r$: Repair time

Failure → Repair
A General Quantification Procedure
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Objectives and target system

Transient performance in networks with virtual connections
From occurrence of an undesired event until steady state operation is restored

**Goal:** Survivability model of performance after network failure(s)

\[ a/b \]
\[ q_{ij}(I) = q_{ij}(IV) = a \]
\[ q_{ij}(II) = q_{ij}(III) = b \]

Exponential service time

Source: Poisson process

N=50
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